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HELLO HANNAH
Delatite Dental is pleased to welcome Dr. Hannah Dolby to the practice.
The surgery has become extremely busy lately and we need a second
dentist to ease the work load, particularly with emergency cases.
Hannah is from Perth although she graduated from the Adelaide Dental
School, one of Australia’s best, and has worked in SA’s Port Lincoln.
She brings a special interest in Children’s Dentistry and Minimal
Intervention, which is very consistent with the practice’s philosophy.
Her interests include camping, ice skating and skiing, though she is yet
to master Buller’s black runs. I think Hannah is going to enjoy Mansfield.

TROUBLE SPOTS
Most people take their toothbrushing reasonably seriously but lack the
technique to completely remove all plaque. Almost everyone seems to have the
same trouble spots where brushing is tricky.
Lets go over these difficult-to-reach areas and suggest some strategies.

Back of the mouth, outer cheek side
The usual mistake is opening too wide.
In fact stretching open creates less space because the tightened
cheeks muscles get in the way of good toothbrushing.
Instead close almost completely together. The mouth will relax, the
brush will move more freely and you will find it easier to brush strongly
in circles, even at the very back.

Lower front teeth, on the lip side
It is common to find plaque near the gums around the outer surface of the bottom front teeth. The problem
is the lower lip gets in the way. Again close together, this time completely on the tips of the front teeth.
The lip will drop down giving better access.

Behind the lower front teeth
This is the all time trouble spot. Almost everyone finds it hard to clean the
inside of the lower incisors. Things are made worse because salivary
ducts behind these teeth deposit calcium, which readily precipitates,
forming tartar and causing gingivitis.
The trouble is most people lacks the dexterity to angle their wrists downwards, so a toothbrush naturally aims at
the top teeth, not the lowers.
The answer is to hold the brush across the palm, at a right angle to the
forearm and then raise the elbow up to shoulder level.
The brush will naturally aim downwards.
The other trick that can help is bending the shank of the brush.
See page 3, The Uri Geller Toothbrush.
That’s right Sally, elbow up!

DOE, A DEER, A FEMALE DEER
Christmas has come and gone and many of us are now trying to work off the extra kilos we packed on
over the holiday break. Some are doing odd jobs in the garden and a few are venturing onto the roof to
repair the tiles Santa’s reindeer damaged skidded to a halt just when the kiddies were starting to doze off.
Even from a distance, Santa’s sleigh will never be mistaken for a UFO and the reindeer, when parked on
the roof, are not likely to be confused with a stray herd of jersey milkers.
Deer are always easy to pick because of their antlers… or are they?
The reindeer obviously graze around the North Pole and so, for them, Christmas falls in the
northern winter. Male reindeer actually shed their antlers in Autumn, while the females
lose theirs in Spring.
It really means that those animals with the antlers that infringed aerial safety last
December were not reindeer but in fact reindoe.
Furthermore Rudolph seems to have a major identity crisis.
I apologize for these revelations and trust they do not lead to too much
disenchantment, especially amongst our younger readers.
Christmas will still remain essentially the same, children will still leave out cake for
Santa and no doubt Rudolf, despite her personal confusion, will still lead the does.
What is more, we will still continue to sing Christmas carols – it is just that in future we may have to
broaden the repertoire. What about… Somewhere, Over The Reindoe...

THE FLIP SIDE OF FLUORIDE
Mansfield’s water supply is not fluoridated, so, when I opened the surgery, I expected most children would
have decayed teeth. In fact the decay rate is low. This is a credit to parents and indicates they are
conscientious about diet and regular brushing. It also suggests that fluoride surreptitiously makes its way
into the food chain, irrespective of whether it is in local tap or tank water. Veggies grown in, for instance
Bayswater, get consumed in Mansfield and their fluoride content hardens enamel.
Fluoridation has proved highly effective cutting the rate of decay throughout Victoria since it was introduced
in 1975. The improvement in kiddies teeth has been spectacular and dentists do not fill nearly as many
baby teeth as in the sixties.
Despite the benefits there are a few complications. There are no general
health effects but there are some dental ones. The profession tends not
to publicize these drawbacks for fear the conspiracy fringe will create a
health scare. On the other hand, all my patients are sensible, intelligent
people so you may as well know the down side of fluoride, even if that
down side is just a slight dip.
Probably the biggest problem is young kiddies swallowing too much
fluoride toothpaste. Fluoride hardens enamel topically - in other words,
directly on the surface. The dietary effect is minimal and, when three
year olds ingest too much, the enamel formation can, in fact, be adversely
effected. This can easily happen, because, after all, littlies have low weight and lack the motor control to
spit properly.
It is not uncommon to see adolescents with opaque white spots on their incisors. Usually the cause can be
traced back to when their teeth were originally forming. Fluorosis enamel has a haphazard crystal structure
with reduced calcium and excess fluid. Its surface is softer although, in practice, decay is rarely an issue.
White spots can be treated if they are a cosmetic problem but, of course, they are best prevented. Toddlers
up to the age of two should have their teeth brushed just with water. Then, up to five, brushing
should simply be with a pea sized amount of junior low fluoride toothpaste. Parents just have to be a little
careful about which toothpastes they buy for the family.
For dentists the main problem is that recognizing cavities has become more tricky. In the old
days, decay created real physical holes on the surface of teeth, since the enamel was softer.
Today decay finds it harder to burrow into teeth but, when it does, it leaves little visible scar on the surface.
It is usually only when the tooth has well and truly rotted that an actual cavity collapses on the exterior.
So, is fluoride a good idea or not? It certainly is beneficial and occasionally I suggest some people even
brush with a stronger fluoride toothpaste, such as Neutraflur 5000 as an added insurance against decay.
Applied directly to enamel it converts vulnerable hydroxy-apatite crystals into acid resistant fluoro-apatite.

LIFE’S MYSTERIES
There are many mysteries in this world. Where do the possums go during the daytime? How could they
elect Donald Trump? Why do my golf shots go sideways?
One of the enduring mysteries is preventing dental troubles. For children the answer is usually very straight
forward - have a sensible, balanced diet with lots of fruit and dairy products and clean the teeth carefully.
In adults it is a little complicated because most of today’s problems are caused by the decay we suffered
decades ago. Old fillings do not last forever and teeth fracture when fillings warp. If fillings get too old they
should be replaced.
Here are some more mysteries that have been solved.
Loch Ness definitely harbors a dark secret but it is not a monster. The secret is the monster is a hoax. The
famous photograph of the sea serpent is simply that of a wooden toy
being towed by a rope. If one carefully studies that ripples and the
background of the original larger picture it is apparent the creature is
only a few feet long. Mundane but true.
Flying sauces are of a similar vein. They did not appear until the 1940s.
Prior to then there were sightings of UFOs but they always appeared to
be rocket ships, as everyone knew that was the only way to travel
through space.
In 1947 a commercial pilot reported seeing what may have been other planes. His comments were
completely misquoted. “These objects more or less fluttered like boats on rough water. I said they flew like
you take a saucer and throw it across the water.” Since then the rockets disappeared and people started
seeing flying saucers instead.
The Himalayan Yeti may be more real. He is usually reported as ape-like or
humanoid but it is hard to imagine any distant cousin of ours not stepping
indoors from the cold. Apart from pictures of footprints there has never been
any photographic evidence of the creature.
Recently, though, a pelt of unknown origin, found in the Himalayan snow, has
been examined for DNA and found to match that of prehistoric bears from the arctic
circle.
If bears did inhabit the Himalayans they would not require the short hind legs
today’s polar bears use for swimming and clambering onto icebergs. Indeed
evolving longer hind legs and walking upright would be advantageous negotiating
deep snow. Furthermore they would most likely have evolved to be large in order to
retain body heat.
A monstrously big white bear walking upright through the snow would probably
have looked vaguely human and certainly pretty ‘abominable’. I would not say that
to his face, though.

THE URI GELLER TOOTHBRUSH
As I have suggested earlier, the most tricky spot in the mouth to brush is the inside of the lower front
teeth. It is easier if the brush is held across the palm and the elbow raised, but it would be easier still if the
head of the brush was angled.
If this is a special problem, here is a special idea for our special patients!
Buy a second toothbrush. The best brand is a Colgate Slim Soft. Carefully and slowly
pour a little boiling water over its neck and bend the head to a 45o angle. The new
brush will be awful for cleaning most of the mouth but brilliant for the inside of the
lower teeth.
But why the ‘Uri Geller brush’?
In the 1980s Israeli illusionist Uri Geller regularly bent spoons on
stage and TV shows, supposedly using special psychic powers.
Other magicians did the same thing, but had the honesty to
admit the performance was a trick. Geller claimed the hoccus
poccus was genuine and went on to make millions of dollars.
Don’t try to bend your toothbrush using the power of the mind, just use a steady hand and
a little boiling water. Then turn your mind to better toothbrushing.

REVENGE OF THE MACHINES
There is a scene from Fawlty Towers where Basil’s old Austin
breaks down at the worst possible moment and Basil
threatens the car “I’ve warned you about this! This is
your last chance!” When the car fails to respond Basil
takes a tree branch and beats it mercilessly.
The approach seemed to work with Manuel but not so well
with the old Austin.
Most of us take it personally when the things we work
with break down. Equipment that has served us faithfully
for years seems to turn against us and it is like an intimate
relationship turning sour.
Cars take longer to get going and don’t respond like they used to. With the mobile, nothing happens when
you press its right buttons. Even the television starts to look dowdy and our interaction with it is,
well – remote.
Then we start wondering what we have done to deserve this? Things were going so well for a while there.
Sure we were taking each other for granted but that is what happens in a mature relationship.
In reality, though, the way machinery reacts is understandable. Most of us are not always so nice to our
equipment. After a period of time things just start fighting back.
Whenever my computer breaks down I take it as a personal affront. But if any of us were booted constantly
we would eventually object. Whenever the cistern in the little room jams it is probably likewise cause and
effect.
One of our patients recently reported machinery really fighting back. He had been working
out in the local gym and sparing against a punching bag. Julian (we will call him) is a
former military man, very fit and would know how to pack a punch.
It seemed the punching bag got tired of being on the receiving end and decided to
retaliate. It swung back after a particularly hefty thump and collected Julian flush in the
mouth, knocking a tooth sideways.
It was all rather unpleasant, but Julian survived and there was no permanent damage
done. Ever since he has kept his guard up at all times.
The moral to the story is fairly obvious. Get the car serviced regularly, speak nicely to the
mobile and don’t give the television the flick. Nobody appreciates being seen as an object and
nobody (or nothing) enjoys being repeatedly treated like a punching bag.

CRACKED TOOTH SYNDROME
Occasionally people experience pain eating on a back tooth. Surprisingly the tooth may not be tender all
the time, but is certainly painful when bitten on at the wrong angle. It is as if part of the tooth was faulty
and the rest quite healthy. To make matters worse it is often cold sensitive as well.
This is Cracked Tooth Syndrome. It is different from a fractured tooth or even just cracks in teeth. The
name refers to a superficial crackline opening up and propagating down towards the
centre of a tooth and its pulp, as if the outer enamel was threatening to split. When there
is pressure on the mobile section it flexes and this movement transfers directly to the
nerve. Ouch!
There is no consensus amongst dentists as to how best to treat. Some advocate
placing a crown, in an effort to bind the tooth together. Unfortunately this involves a
great deal of drilling which can actually worsen a nerve’s irritation. Alternatively a
stainless steel band can be cemented around the molar, but this procedure is not
a long term solution.
There can often be a more simple approach. Usually the tender tooth has been
weakened decades earlier through excessive drilling and now displays a large, poorly
fitting filling which has passed its used-by date. Over the years it has warped at
the edges and eventually failed to support those weakened corners of the tooth where the bite is traumatic.
Often a viable treatment is to recontour the cusps of the tooth where the bite is heaviest and replace the
worn out filling with a modern white composite resin. This material not only adheres to enamel, it can
sometimes bond cracked enamel and dentine together.
In most instances this conservative approach is effective but occasionally the repair happens too late and
the pulp has already been damaged irrevocably. If this is the case the tooth requires a root filling.

